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Abstract— Visual inspection of visible light dermoscopic 

images can be challenging due to the similarity between melanoma 

and benign skin lesions, especially in the early stages. This paper 

aims to investigate the influence of independent use of color 

channels in feature extraction for skin lesions classification in 

dermoscopic images. Visible dermoscopic RGB images from 1850 

benign and malignant (melanoma) skin lesions from ISIC 

database were used. RGB channels were split and analyzed 

independently to identify the relevance of each color channel 

information. Radiomics features were extracted, normalized, and 

selected by their scores for an unsupervised feature-ranking 

algorithm. Selected features were used to train a random forest 

classifier, which was cross-validated with K-fold method and 

optimized using exhaustive grid search. The results showed no 

significant differences in skin lesions classification using each 

color channels, although R channel produced the most relevant 

information, with an accuracy of 0.86 and an AUC of 0.93. 

Keywords— classification, medical imaging, multichannel 

images, skin lesion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Melanoma accounts for about 1% of all types of skin 
cancer in the world but represents the majority in cases of 
death [1]. Melanoma diagnosis can be made by biopsy or 
imaging, such as the digital dermoscopy, by an expert 
dermatologist. Dermoscopy is a noninvasive visible light 
image technique that allows visualizing the subsurface 
morphology of cutaneous lesions up to dermis, revealing 
colors, textures, and structures not visible to the naked eye, 
improving precision and level of confidence of medical 
diagnosis [2]. Skin lesions appear as patches of darker color 
on the skin. Dermatologists apply the ABCD criteria to 
diagnose melanoma in visible dermoscopic images, using four 
visual features: asymmetry (A), border irregularity (B), color 
variation (C) and diameter (D) [3]. However, discriminating 
benign skin lesions and melanoma at their early stages is quite 
complicated, because they both exhibit similar features at 
early evolutional phase [4]. 

Dermoscopy image analysis is still a challenge for expert 
dermatologists [5]. Medical images have information that 
goes beyond visual aspects. Mathematical and computational 
methods applied to images allow the extraction of a variety of 
quantitative attributes, which can be used as tools for 
supporting clinical decisions [6-7].  

The use of commercially available mobile cameras is quite 
common in skin lesion inspection systems, particularly for 
telemedicine purposes. However, the poor resolution and the 
variable illumination conditions are not easily handled. 
Nonuniform illumination or shadows can affect skin lesions 
classification systems based on features extracted from color 

images. The requirement for constant image colors for 
reproducibility remains unsatisfied, as it requires adjustments 
and corrections to operate within the camera dynamic range 
and measuring the same color regardless lighting conditions 
[4, 8]. 

Radiomics is a field of study that is growing due to a large 
amount of data, images, and outcomes from clinical studies 
and greater availability of tools and computational power. 
Studies have shown that descriptive models based on 
biomedical data can provide relevant predictive, prognostic, 
and or diagnostic information [9]. For skin lesion and 
melanoma diagnosis, several methods are used, mainly 
extracting and analyzing color, shape and texture features, 
mimicking the ABCD criteria.  

Akram et al. (2018) [4] developed a classification method 
for skin lesion segmentation and recognition using features 
related to ABCD criteria. After extraction and features 
reduction, classification with support vector machine (SVM) 
using public datasets (ISIC, ISIC UDA, and ISIC MSK) was 
applied. Mean results were 97.5% for accuracy, 96.3% for 
sensitivity, 99.5% for specificity and 96.3% for precision. 
Gilmore, Hofmann-Wellenhof and Soyer (2010) [10], and 
Gautan et al (2018) [11] used SVM techniques to classify skin 
lesions using geometric, color and edge features, as well as 
GLCM features. [10] and [11] used less than 300 images, and 
accuracies of 0.80 and 0.75 were found, respectively.  

Focusing in multichannel color analysis, Pathan et al 
(2019) [12] recently used 200 dermoscopic images to classify 
lesion with a set of absolute and relative colors features and 
eight different classification methods, finding the maximum 
accuracy of 0.88. Celebi and Zornberusing (2014) [13] applied 
K-mean to reduce the number of color features in 617 
dermoscopic images. Symbolic regression was applied for 
classification, and sensitivity was 0.62, specificity 0.76 and 
overall accuracy 0.72. 

Visually, multichannel color images are indispensable for 
benign and malignant skin lesion diagnosis [2], as well as in 
classification by artificial intelligence techniques. We propose 
to investigate the influence of independent use of color 
channels in feature extraction for skin lesions classification in 
dermoscopic images. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Image Dataset and Pre-processing 

The dataset was collected from 1850 dermoscopic color 
images (RGB) of skin lesions, which were randomly selected, 
with their segmentation and clinical information, from 
International Skin Imaging Collaboration (ISIC). The groups 
were composed of 950 benign skin lesions images and 900 
melanoma images. Eight images were excluded due to the This study was financed in part by the Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento 

de Pessoal de Nível Superior – Brasil (CAPES) – Finace Code 001 and 

PUCRS. 
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absence of segmentation. ISIC dataset has two types of 
segmentation: performed by expert doctors and beginners. 
When both were available, segmentations made by experts 
were prioritized. Fig. 1 shows an example of RGB and 
segmentation image from our ISIC dataset sample. All RGB 
images were converted to 32-bit unsigned and segmentation 
was applied as a binary mask. RGB images were split into 
each channel: red (R), green (G) and blue (B). Fig. 2 illustrates 
one image example with RGB channels separation. 

 

B.  Radiomic Feature Extraction and Reduction 

Pyradiomcs library was used for the extraction of 6 groups 
of radiomic features [14]: 

 2D shape descriptors (9 features): related to the shape 
and size of the region of interest (ROI). 

 First-order features (18 features): related to the ROI 
pixel intensity distribution, using basic metrics. 

 Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM – 22 
features): related to the ROI second-order probability 
function, based on 8 angles of pixel neighborhood. 

 Gray-Level Run Length Matrix (GLRLM – 16 
features): similar to GLCM, uses pixels intensities 
co-occurrence using 4 angles in the image length, 
giving the homogeneity of pixel intensity run.  

 Gray-level size zone matrix (GLSZM – 16 features): 
used for texture characterization, provides a 
statistical representation by the estimation of a 
bivariate conditional probability density function of 
the image distribution values. 

 Gray-level dependence matrix (GLDM – 14 
features): quantify the dependence of image gray-
level, calculating how much connected they are at a 
certain distance when their difference on pixel 
intensity is less than 1. 

For feature selection, all features were normalized by 
scaling them between 0 and 1, independently. Features that 
had a better representation of the sample were selected using 
random forest classifier (RFC), defining weights for each 
feature, with feature ranking with recursive feature 
elimination and cross-validated (RFECV). RFC algorithm 
uses different models for forest classifiers [15], with several 
sub-samples of the original dataset and the mean prediction to 
get the best accuracy and to control data overfitting. RFECV 
method uses feature selection based on RFC classifier, 
adjusting the sample and removing features with lower 
weights until the maximum accuracy. 

 

C. Classification Model and Evaluation Metrics 

RFC was used with a K-fold cross-validation model (RFC-
KF). It was implemented using Sickit-learn library on Python 
version 3.6.5 [16]. The K-fold method divides the original 
sample into K parts, using K-1 parts to train the classifier 
model and the other part of the sample to test it. The workflow 
of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 3.  

For evaluation, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
and area under the ROC curve (AUC) were used. Accuracy 
(Eq. 1), sensitivity (Eq. 2), specificity (Eq. 3), precision (Eq. 
4) and F1 score (Eq. 5) metrics were calculated, as follow: 

 Accuracy = (TP (TP + TN + FP + FN) 

 Sensitivity = TP / (TP + FN) 

 Specificity = (TN + FP) 

 Precision = TP (TP + FP) 

 F1 Score = 2 / (Precision-1 + Sensitivity-1) 

where TP, TN, FP, and FN are counts of true positive, true 
negative, false positive and false negative, respectively [16]. 

Exhaustive grid search (EGS) technique was used for 
parameters optimization in the classification model. The 
optimization focus was given by the accuracy metric. 

 
Fig. 1. Image example. (a) Original image (b) Segmentation. 

 
Fig. 2. Illustration of channels of RGB. (a) Original image (b) Red channel 

(c) Green channel (d) Blue channel. 

  
Fig. 3. The workflow of the proposed model. 
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III. RESULTS 

For each RGB channel, 95 features were extracted. Using 
RFC, each channel features were independently reduced and 
11, 62, and 66 features were selected for R, G and B channels, 
respectively. 

Our model was trained using RFC-KF with K = 5. For 
each cross-validation step, performance metrics were 
calculated, and arithmetic means are presented (Table I).  

TABLE I.  METRICS FOR RGB CHANNELS 

Metrics 
Channel 

R G B 

# Feature 11 62 66 

Accuracy 0.86 0.86 0.87 

AUC 0.93 0.94 0.94 

Precision 0.88 0.88 0.88 

Sensitivity 0.83 0.83 0.85 

Specificity 0.88 0.88 0.88 

F1 Score 0.85 0.86 0.87 

 

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the ROC curve for each RGB 
color channel, respectively. Mean ROC for RFC-KF with K = 
5 is shown as a straight blue line. The standard deviation of 
mean ROC is given as gray shade, and AUC for each fold is 
given in the text captions. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

A wide variety of approaches for classification, selection, 
and reduction of colors and textures features are found in the 
literature. Usually, for color features, different channels and 
combinations (RGB, HSV, HIS, etc.) are used, and features 
related to mean values, kurtosis, standard deviation, and 
entropy are extracted. However, color channels do not use to 
be analyzed independently, with more than first-order feature 
extraction. 

In our approach, segmented dermoscopic images were 
separated in RGB channels, and features were extracted, 
reduced in quantity and used to classify each channel 
independently. Model parameters were optimized using EGS 
and values of accuracy were 0.86, 0.87, and 0.87 for R, G, and 
B channels, respectively. 

Another common approach is the analysis of the features 
by principal components. This method turns possible the use 
of an extensive range of features with a small dataset, avoiding 
overfitting. However, this technique does not allow the 
differentiation of which features are needed for the 
classification, usually increasing the computational time. 

In this work, for all RGB channels analyzed 
independently, similar results were acquired. However, R 
channel showed higher optimization, using a smaller number 
of features (11 for R, and more than 60 for G and B channels). 
From 11 selected features for R channel, four were related to 
2D shape, one to first-order features, two to GLRLM, three to 
GLSZM and one to GLDM.  

The higher performance of the R channel can be attributed 
to the fact that, as shown in Fig.2, skin lesions contrast and 
non-uniformity is visibly distinguishable R channel. This can 
also be associated with the blood vessel dilation increase in 
the lesion, trauma, or neovascularization [13]. According to 
Ramezani et al. (2018) [8], some ethnic groups have the 
healthy skin color of reddish and the skin lesions are regions 
with altered color. Therefore, the red channel is more 
representative in the difference between benign and malignant 
regions of skin.   

Related to features of greater importance, GLSZM showed 
higher weight in the R channel than other features. For G and 
B channels, 2D shape features had the highest weight. Soyer 
et al. (2004) [17], through visual evaluation in dermoscopic 

 
Fig. 4. ROC for the red channel. 

 
Fig. 5. ROC for the green channel. 

 
Fig. 6. ROC for the blue channel. 
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images, showed the presence of blue and or white structures 
had some consideration in the malignant classification of skin 
lesion.  

It is important to emphasize that the channels had almost 
the same performance. Thus, the use of only one channel, as 
R channel, can reduce the computational power and time 
needed for training and classification. 

Maximum AUC obtained with the proposed method in this 
work was 0.94 and had values compatible with the literature 
(0.85 to 0.97) [18–21]. Differences can be attributed to the use 
of deep learning techniques, as well as different image 
features and dimensionality reduction techniques. 

In our knowledge, until this moment, we have not 
encountered papers that differentiate classification results for 
each color channel. The use of principal component analysis 
for feature reduction is commonly used, but not shows to be 
optimized. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the investigation of radiomic features 
applied to the classification of multichannel dermoscopic 
images of benign and malignant lesions. The independent 
analysis of RGB channels in the Random Forest Classifier 
model shown no statistical differences. However, between 
RGB channels, the red channel showed the most relevant 
information compared to G and B channels, using the smallest 
number of features to achieve similar performance.  

Further studies are required to increase the number and 
diversity of skin lesions image samples. A possible reason for 
Red channel as more representative is the fact that almost all 
images come from ethnic groups with reddish-white healthy 
skin color and skin lesions with altered color. Application of 
image filters to reduce noise and techniques to reduce artifacts 
will be required to evaluate different skin colors, including the 
use of deep learning techniques. 
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